WORKING WITH ME
NOTE: I’ve compiled this definitive document to assist new travel clients to work with me easily and
effectively. As always I am here to answer questions and provide guidance and I remain flexible and easy
going.
Contact me
Phone:
Email (preferred):
Skype:
Facebook:

+61438153042
info@laurenbath.com
laurenepbath
Lauren Bath

1) Booking me in
Please get your dates in early. I can hold potential dates until another client becomes interested, at which
point I will contact you for confirmation or cancellation. I am often booked out 6-12 months in advance.
I require a minimum of 5 days for domestic jobs and 7 days plus travel time for international. I charge for
travel days but I consider them campaign days and offer deliverables for them as well.
2) Flights
I am a frequent flyer and flying preferred airlines makes a big difference to my life, allowing me extra
luggage, priority boarding with my gear and upgrade options so I can arrive to you fresh and rested.
I prefer Qantas ticketed flights or Virgin Australia and their affiliates. (Singapore Airlines, Delta
etc)
Please put in a meal request for a lacto/ovo vegetarian meal.
Frequent flyer numbers:
Qantas Frequent Flyer:
Virgin Velocity Australia:

1907648503
1010438152

*I can provide a Star Alliance/ Kris Flyer number on request.
Luggage can sometimes be over weight depending on the trip. I will advise if I think this will be the
case.

3) Workshop
I offer an Instagram workshop to all new clients booking me on a job of 7 days or longer. I
recommend doing this either via a Skype session pre-travel or on my first day in region. Allow 2
hours.
The workshop includes –
What is Instagram and why you should be using it
How to use Instagram effectively
How to curate content (with 7 content solutions discussed)
Strategy 101
Tips and tricks
How to run a competition on Instagram
How to use hashtags
What your profile says about you
How best to engage with your audience
Case studies, plenty of screenshots and clear, actionable steps
* Note: This is for immediate team only.
** If you wish to offer this to tourism partners or others please chat to me for options.
4) Itinerary
Please share a draft itinerary with me as early as possible to allow me to read through it and make
changes and suggestions.
Travel: Self-drive is my preferred method of transport. Public transport is not ideal as I travel with a
lot of gear. If I am being hosted I also recommend that our party has access to a vehicle.
Accommodation: Minimum two nights in each place is preferred. Moving around means I see less
and get less shooting time.
*Give me time in each new location to settle in and prepare my gear for the coming activities.
Meals: I don’t mind hosted meals but find meal times perfect for doing social media posts and often
work through them. I also prefer short and easy meals except when I will be shooting the food. I
can work on a per diem and find that this works well. Daily pricing is dependent on the destination
and whether food will be a focus of the trip.
Hosting: If I am being hosted for the trip please make an effort to partner me with someone from the
social media team or a guide who has an understanding of new media and photography.
Activities: Giving me a variety of photogenic activities will ensure better content for you and better
results for the campaign. I have access to equipment for underwater photography, aerial work and
adventure activities.
Photogenic activities can include scenic flights, water activities, extreme adventure activities
(skydiving, paragliding etc), animal sanctuaries (please only humane and well reviewed operators)
and market tours.
If an activity is particularly photogenic please try to schedule it around sunrise or sunset.

Some activities are difficult with camera equipment; ask me if you’re not sure.
Flexibility: Whenever possible build in flexibility so I can make changes on the go, depending on
the light and weather.
Flexibility, adequate time in each place and access to photogenic experiences will yield the
best results for the trip.
Here is an example of a normal day for me:
AM
AM
AM
Mid Morning
12:00/ 1:00
1:00 PM
4:00 PM
PM
PM
9:00 PM

Wake up
Be in position at a photogenic location for landscape photography and sunrise 30
minutes before sunrise
Breakfast. I occasionally shoot breakfast/ food as the light is best at this time of day.
Either way I take a long breakfast, which allows me time to post on social media and
reply to comments.
Activities or meetings with tourism representatives/ tour guides.
Hosted or solo lunch and possible photo shoot
Editing Session
Afternoon actives, light/ early meal and scout for sunset locations.
Be in location for sunset 30 minutes before sunset
Sunset shoot
Bedtime ready for sunrise shoot the next morning

Down time is the most important time for me to be pushing your destination to my online
community. Every minute spent on social media is of benefit to you, so please allow at least a
couple of hours break each day.
5) Arrival
For international jobs with a morning arrival an early hotel check-in and time to rest helps a lot.
Please have Internet available for me, I use roughly 8GB per trip and I’m happy with either a local
SIM card and data pack or a wireless device.
6) Social Media Tips for YOU
It’s great if you announce my arrival on your social channels and repost a couple of my shots
throughout the trip. Please feel free to jump in to the comments section of my posts and engage with
my followers.
Use your own social media consistently throughout my stay and follow the guidelines taught in the
workshop.
Do not post every photo that I post. Give my followers incentive to follow you back by curating great
user-generated content and keeping an engaged account for the duration of time that I am
promoting you.

7) Posting Content
Please be aware that I always operate my account on a delay that can be up to a week long, and I often
end up posting for a job while I am on the next job.
You can expect a delay of 2-3 days before I begin posting Instagram stories.
You can expect a delay of up to a week before I begin posting content to my main feed.
Expect to see your brand or destination in my bio just before I start posting your content.
8) Post-campaign
To finalise a job I have a number of tasks to complete. The first is editing. I do the majority of
editing for you whilst I’m in region. If you don’t give me enough material to shoot and enough
down time to process the images, you will get fewer edits.
Outside of Instagram I use a number of social media platforms and I like to stagger the content
to these over the fortnight or so after I leave the destination. I use every platform a little
differently and I don't like to bombard the audience that follows me on multiple platforms.
Once all of the content is posted I write a comprehensive report, which requires tallying the likes
and comments on my posts manually, plus providing evidence of reach.
Finally I double check my expenses for the trip and provide an invoice with documentation of
expenses if required.
I send all of this to you in an email approximately 2-4 weeks after I leave your destination. Once
you have received it you have 30 days to pay the invoice.
I am always interested in feedback so please don’t be afraid to give me any at all, good or bad. An
open line of communication allows us both to get what we want and continue to have a great
working relationship.
*Please talk to me about tailored group campaigns as these guidelines can change when I am
hosting a group.

A note on influencer travel campaigns
Influencer marketing is still a very new industry for many and I want my clients to have all of the
relevant information on my services before taking the plunge and hiring me.
I class what I do as a cross between PR and Marketing. There is still no industry-accepted
practice of calculating return on investment for influencer activities. Instead, consider the main
focus to be awareness with the added benefit of original content creation and education.
I do calculate a media value with my reporting, which is simply a 25c value on a like or comment
for Instagram. Take this figure with a grain of salt but there are tourism boards using it.
It is very difficult for me to give you an accurate break down of my audience, as the original
Instagram platform didn’t collect statistics on its users’ countries of residency. The analytical
platforms on the market today rely on statistics drawn from those users who have linked their
Facebook profiles or who regularly use geotags. i.e. not everyone. It is widely assumed that an
Australian influencer will have a predominantly Australian audience, a German influencer will
have a predominantly German audience, etc.
Please always remember that an influencer who works for you is still responsible to their own
audience and needs to be true to them. Insisting on heavy brand messaging, product shots and
marketing captions will generally have the opposite effect to what clients are after. Trust your
influencer to shoot content and write stories that relate to their own audience and stay true to
their personal brand.

